
As I pen the last piece I would be writing for the Dhwani in my
capacity as Editor, I am faced with a conflict. Do I write

something generic or attempt something thought-provoking? I
resolved the conflict by deciding to write about what the school and
the Dhwani meant to me (as this is the last opportunity I would get).

Another year draws to a close, a new batch of tiny tots has been
inducted into the school with fourteen years of fun filled times
awaiting them, and another batch of students are passing out- on
the verge of entering the 'real' world. When I was given the post of
Assistant Editor, I must confess that I did not look forward to being
one with particular enthusiasm. Editing, compiling, deadlines- it all
seemed so tiresome. But looking back on these two years, I have
come to the conclusion that this is one of the best things that could
have happened to me. It has instilled in me a sense of responsibility,
discipline, and the ability to know about and appreciate the
outstanding work and talent of my fellow students and juniors.
Working for the Dhwani has become something that I have grown to
love very dearly and it is with a heavy heart I part with it. And Vidya
Mandir itself, with all its wonderful teachers has cared for all of us
students like a mother does for her child. While many readily accept
how integral a part of their lives school has been, the ones who act
outwardly like they do not care at all, deep down feel lost without the
shelter of the great umbrella that school is. Collectively, I can now
say that though the students leave Vidya Mandir, the school will
never leave us. It will always reside in our hearts, along with
bittersweet memories that are so characteristic of school days and
the firm values given to us, ready to tide us through any tough
situations we may face in the future.

Finally, about this issue of the Dhwani. An institution is made up of
several people contributing to its growth, who pass on the baton to
others for continuing the work. Mrs. Bhavani Raghunandan, our
Principal, is retiring this year. A person who inspires, she is held in
high esteem by students and teachers alike. In her interview with the
Dhwani, she talks about her tenure as Principal, the challenges she
faced and gives us an insight into her life at VM. Read more in our
center-page article a 'Tête-à-tête with Bhavani Miss. This term was
busy with its usual share of activities- Funfest, Republic Day and
much more. You will find full coverage of all these events along with
the much loved columns like the Goal-post and the Reporter's Diary.

Here's wishing all of you a happy summer vacation!

Student EditorMeghana Krishnan,

Sitting down for an interview
with the Principal is always
an intimidating prospect,
immaterial of who does the
grilling. However, when the
reporters of the Dhwani sat
down to ask Bhavani Miss a
few questions about her
time at VM, they found
themselves pleasant ly
surprised as they were privy
to some interesting stories

and smart advice. Read on for more…
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SUCCESS….the taste is sweet and one can get easily
addicted to it. But how does one define success? Is it
the end result alone? Is it the marks one scores or
prizes one wins? Certainly not. Success is not the
outcome only, it is a process whereby one stays
focussed and perseveres to reach one's goal. A desire
to learn leads one to success. It is absolutely essential
to work hard to achieve success but if we love the
work we do, working hard becomes a piece of cake!
Initially it may be difficult to get used to hard work but
eventually it becomes a habit. At the same time
remember to set a goal.

The rewards one gets in life are commensurate with
ones efforts. So the next question that arises would be
– is becoming a successful student enough? No, what
is even more important is to become a successful
human being; with the right set of values and habits.
Needless to say, school is the place where characters
are built. To quote Einstein, “ Try not to become a man
of success but rather try to become a man of value.”
So, here's to building good students and human
beings out of each and every one of you.

As we all know Bhavani Miss is retiring this year after
a very long and successful stint as our Principal. We
would like to wish her a very happy, healthy and
harmonious retired life.

EditorAnuradha Anand,

Cont. on Page 4 & 5



- Shruti, Kailasam, Nethra

On 31 January this year, proud
parents and excited children in

bright costumes surged into the school
for the Primary School Day. First, the
audience was welcomed with a melodious
performance by the Orchestra. Next up
was the First Standard's take on the
popular folktale ‘Alibaba and the Forty
Thieves’. Following this was the Second
Standard's English drama based on the
children's story ‘The Emperor who Loved
Clothes’. The audience was then taken
‘Around the World in 8 Minutes’ by Class
III which showcased colourful dances
from all parts of the world. Class V

enacted a tale from the ‘Akbar and Birbal’ series, in Hindi demonstrating
Birbal's quick wit. Next on the list was the Tamil play, which featured the
early life of ‘Sri Manikankandan’ . The costumes and acting were striking.
After this, Class IV students enacted the famous story ‘The Baker's Dozen’.
The day concluded with the stupendous dance drama, ‘Ramasudarasam’,
which showcased the life and achievements of Lord Rama. At the end of the
day, the pride of the parents and grandparents was clearly seen in their
smiles.
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– Achuthan & Tharun
Primary School Day

On the 3 of February, our school celebrated its 58 Founders’ Day. The
day started with the school prayer, after which Mr.Viji Santhanam,

Chairman of the Managing Committee, addressed the gathering. He talked
about his experiences as a child and about our school's early days.
Incidentally, we came to know that celebrating our Founder's Day was
initiated by Bhavani Miss. Our Chief Guest for the day, Dr. Preetha Reddy,
Managing Director of Apollo Hospitals-Chennai, opened our eyes to the
importance of health and how all doctors wished for a healthier society.

rd th

Founders’ Day – Tharun and Achuthan

The Kindergarten School Day,
held on 21 January this year,

was an abundance of colour and
mirth.

The show started off with the tiny-tots' songs and dances on the
various parts of the body. The audience was then enlightened on
just how hectic the schedules of a young child were; so it's not just
the older students with their classes and piles of homework! Next
was the beloved story of Dumbo, the elephant, who, weary of being
gray, yearned to make himself colourful and attractive, until a
family of frogs convinced him that he was perfect just the way he
was. There was also the story of a princess who left her home to
travel. She meets Humpty Dumpty, the Pussycat and finally the
Queen in London where she chases a mouse under her chair. The
faces of the doting parents and grandparents showed how much
they had enjoyed the show. Hats off to the K.G!!
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-Sowmya

Club report



This year's Project Day was as exciting as ever,
with students from KG through High School

showcasing their creative talents in amazing ways.
KG's topic was 'We love to play'. The KG students'
artistic representations of different games and sports
were amazing. The theme of the Primary School was
‘Food’. The entire quadrangle came alive with
vibrant posters giving fun facts and project
notebooks were filled with delicious descriptions.
The 6 and 7 Standard students took up ‘Natural
and Artificial Fibres’ as their respective topics. There was a large focus on the utility
of fibers in the textile industry.
The 8 Standard students celebrated a ‘Hundred Years of Indian Cinema’ through their
projects.Oneof thehighlightswasarecordedinterviewofKamalHassanspeaking about
his experience in the film industry and its evolution through the years.
Our Chief Guest for the event was the Dr. K. Mohana, Principal of Modern Senior
Secondary School. She lauded the projects and appreciated the students' efforts.
On the whole, the Project Day of the year 2013-14 was a huge success, showing that
the students of VM can effectively blend their creativity and intellect.

th th
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Project Day -Aditya

Ms. Rekha Rawal, a much-loved Hindi teacher
from the primary block, will be calling it a day at
the end of this academic year. We caught up with
her to talk about it, and here are a few excerpts
from the interview:

-Vrshank

VD : Miss,howdoyoufeel today,knowing thatyou'renearingretirement?
Miss : Every day has been a memorable experience. I've been teaching here

for 28 years. VM, for me, is more like a second home - an
extended family, with all of us helping each other out with every
detail and issue.

VD : Has the introduction of the Smart Board influenced your teaching?
Miss : Oh, it has proved to be very useful. It's all about grasping the language.

Visual representation goes a long way in making the words more
memorable, makes learning more intuitive.

VD : What would you take back from VM, during your tenure?
Miss : You always learn from everyone, even the tiny tots. When I first came here,

being a North Indian, I knew very little Tamil to start with. My first batch
taught me the language, and I'm very grateful to them. It has always been
a learning experience.

Mr. Subramaniam (non-teaching staff) who has been with us for
the past 26 years is retiring this year. We wish him a very

happy and healthy retired life.



“Biotech and genetics were her forte

Colourful were her classes

With pictures and slides

On the Smart Board she presented.

Pronunciation and punctuation

She corrected on stage and paper

To make it aesthetic and clean.”

-EG Miss and UB Miss

-VJS Miss

KR Miss

-Latha Raja Miss

“A pioneer who explores and experiments with novel ideas, she

acknowledges and respects talent.”

“Very artistic, has a keen sense of aesthetics, well read, well

travelled, straight forward, has a high level of clarity in thinking,

keeps herself abreast of and is very much updated on current affairs

and changing trends in the field of education. Most of all Bhavani

Miss has a wonderful zest for life!”

Life is full of challenges and Bhavani Miss, as we all know, can

never resist a challenge. So, I am quite sure that she will soon be

doing something new and exciting!

VD : Why did you originally choose to join Vidya Mandir?

VD : In your long teaching career, what is the one thing that you feel is unique about VM?

VD : What is the one thing that you'd like to change about our school?

VD : What is the most challenging aspect of dealing with teenagers on an almost daily basis?

VD : Why did you originally choose to start the Dhwani? Do you think that it has lived up to your
expectations?

VD : What are your post-retirement plans?

BR : It's a very strange story, how I came to be here. As you know, I was in Sishya and after a few years
there I became very restless. I'd like to think that I'm ambitious in all the right ways and it was time
to move on. It was then that I started looking through the papers for any job notifications. As luck
would have it, I found the only advertisement that VM had ever put out for a principal at that time. I
quickly dropped off my application and then attended my first and only formal interview and here I
am…..

BR : The first thing that I noticed when I came here was the warmth and affection between students,
peer groups and the teachers. I think that's why people are so possessive about our school and
come back to visit no matter how much they've grown.

BR : In one word? Noise! I'd like to think that noise equals happiness, and that's one thing that you
cannot control. However, children scream like their partners can't hear, and that's one attitude I'd
like to change. Cleanliness is another thing that I can improve. Although, I think I've changed the
school for the better on that front.

BR : I consider myself a senior school teacher. Although I initially started teaching fourth standard
children, I realised that I liked small children well enough, but not for prolonged periods of time.
Little kids find it hard to keep up with my speed, and I can't bring myself to slow down. On that
note, I don't think that teenagers are challenging or a pain. In fact all one has to do is “listen
through the skin” – feeling what they're saying, not just seeing or hearing them - and feel the
pulse of the school to know when students feel strongly about something. Children, I feel also
have a stronger sense of justice than adults, and that always helps.

BR : Wherever I worked, there had always been a school newsletter and it only made sense to have one
here too. More importantly, it gets the students involved. The students are the ones who will know
what the student body wants to read about. Adults might find that sort of thing mundane. That's
why it's mostly the students' work and not the teachers. The Dhwani has evolved quite a bit since
its inception. I thought that it would be a bland old newsletter, but I am constantly surprised by
how creative the students get.

BR : I'm still going to be looking after Estancia. I am also looking forward to going back to my Chinese
brush painting and make more time for it. I play snooker, and I'd like to improve my skill in that
although I don't intend to play any tournaments. I love to travel and I have done quite a bit of it. I
also want to extend my help to any schools that are looking for administrative help, teacher
training and curriculum revamp.

We wish Bhavani Miss all the best in her future endeavours and hope that she enjoys her hard-earned
retirement.

A self portrait - age 3 !Bhavani Miss,



October 23
Mole Day

rd

November 13 & 14
Indus Vidya Mandir
Football Tournament

th th

November 16
Project Day

th

November 16
Commercium and

InfoHigh

th

November 25 to 29
Library Week

th th

November 25 and 26
Class X-Trip to Neyveli

Lignite Corporation

th th

November 27
SPAM Club Music and

Dance Competition

th

January 9
Cauvery Girls Outbound

trekking trip to Coorg

th

February 15
Theatre Workshop

Street Play

th

February 24
RSP Induction of

Rookie Cadets

th

Campus Shruti, Kailasam, Nethra

- Megha

With the start of the New Year, a certain restlessness
gripped the Eleventh Standards; the time for SPL

elections was nearing. With the entire batch buzzing over the
choice of nominees, weeks of gossip and speculation ended on
the 7 of January, with the announcement of the nominees in
the assembly – Anu Surender (XI –A), Aditi Shankar(XI-D)
Harshavardhan Shankar(XI-A) and Bhargav Murali (XI-D). With
that, the race began.
After a day of frenzied preparations and much racking of the
brains, the nominees gave their speeches the next day. With two
minutes to convince a set of impressionable juniors, the
speeches were an interesting mix of traditional and comforting
clichés, and radical new ideas, such as a girls' football team.
They definitely left a mark.
On Thursday, the students were greeted by the spectacle of a riot
of colourful posters and some very sleep deprived seniors. That
afternoon, vigorous campaigning was seen between the various
candidates and their hordes of supporters, showcasing many
innovative ideas like suggestion box and Aditi's
campaign video, in which she personally spoke to many juniors.
Finally, the polling took place on Friday. A close battle to the
finish, the elections ended with winning the
post of SPL, with Aditi and Bhargav as ASPLs.

th

Harshavardhan

Harshavardhan

Library Week

The library week competitions were held from the 25 of
November to the 29 .

Joining the dots, designing a bookmark, poster designing, naming
the character in the story were a few of the several activities that were
held for the primary students.
The middle school and high school students also participated in
equally fun-filled competitions, like essay writing, completing the
story and tracing out the hidden titles fromthe story.
The library week succeeded in its objectives - providing the students
with both fun and a learning experience.

th

th

Investiture '14 -Vrshank

“
”

I swear to keep up the name of the School and respect all
that it symbolizes.

The iconic school pledge was taken up on the solemn
morning of the 24 of January, 2014, where students,
teachers and proud parents had gathered in the open air
auditorium to witness one of the most awaited moments of
the year – the Investiture Ceremony, where the outgoing
Prefects made way for the next set of Prefects, who were
formally inducted into the student body.

Led by the newly elected School Pupil Leader
Harshavardhan Sankar with Bhargav Murali and Aditi
Shankar as his deputies, the previous leaders gracefully
handed over their sashes and responsibilities to their proud
successors, as their achievements were read out.

The outgoing SPL, Mugilan Ravi shared his thoughts and
said his goodbyes as he delivered his speech about his days
and experiences. The outgoing batch of prefects then
marched out with their successors, carrying their titles for
the very last time.

th

W i t h a n o t h e r
a c a d e m i c y e a r
coming to a close, it
was time to bid
adieu to yet another
batch of our seniors.
As per tradition, the
eleventh standard
hosted the farewell.

The events on 30 January started at three in the afternoon, when
the seniors arrived, girls regally dressed in sarees and boys in
casual jeans, and were welcomed by the milling crowd of Eleventh
Standards. Having received their tokens, a round of games was
held - an icebreaker for the evening. After this, snacks were
provided - a full spread with cake, samosas, and soft drinks. Replete
and content, they headed into the Sripad Hall, and scuffled to find
seats for the rest of the evening's show. The dance team of Class
XI put up a dance performance worthy of their reputation, and
then the much anticipated Mr. and Miss VM competition was held.
The extremely talented nominees showed off their skills on
stage.Finally it was Samyuktha's graceful ballet and Abhinava's
multi-faceted and entertaining performance that fetched them the
coveted titles.The day closed with a lack of teary goodbyes but
with feelings of sentimentality in everyone's hearts.

th

-Ramya



On the 25th and 26th of November, the students
of Class X took a trip to Neyveli Lignite

Corporation (NLC), one of the major and largest coal
mines in the country.

Reaching their destination around 9 am, they set off
into the campus equipped with surgical masks, caps
and water bottles. Mr. Srinivasan, a geologist at
NLC, led them into a room which displayed a
miniature replica of the mines along with various
samples of coal that were found in the area. He
explained to them the various processes involved in
the mining of coal and answered the queries of
students. They were then led to aspot whichoffered a
breath-taking view of the mine field and the colossal
thermal power plants.

It was a hands-on experience, among the first of its
kind, interdisciplinary tour on diverse subjects of
interest. The students were taught a wide variety of
subjects, ranging from data interpretation in math,
evaluation and utilization of resources in geography,
the history of mining, production of electricity in
science, and report writing in English.

On the whole, it was a very enriching experience. On
the count of rigorous interdisciplinary studies, this
was certainly a first. Hope to have many more such
intellectual opportunities in the future!

-Shruti

When you see students walking to
school in a particular haste that you

would have never seen them in, you know
something isn't right… unless it's Funfest.

The 'colourful funfest' was held on the 25
and the 26 of January (a day before the
tests, not that anyone cared). As every
other year, the funfest was about fun, food
and frenzy. There were many games like
'Mirror Mirror on the Wall', Touch me not',
and some new additions like the' Water
zorb', which was a huge success. What fun
people had floating around a pool in a ball
filled with air will always remain a
mystery, but all the same, it attracted a
large crowd. Another new addition was the
white canvas where people made their
handprints in coloured paint and will go
down in history as a small part of Vidya Mandir's 2014 funfest. Bhavani

th

th

-Skanda

Miss stole the spotlight when she entered in her
white sari with
colored handprints!

However, under-
standably, the food
stalls attracted
more audience.
During the peak
hours, the stalls
were teeming with
people, so much so,
that one couldn't
even see them.

These are the two
days in a year, you
will never find a

student feigning illness. The funfest just seems to
get better and better each year!

DIARY

Mr. Subramaniam, (Mani Sir),
the Scoutmaster of our Scout
Troop, was given an award for
his 50 years of service to the
school on Republic Day.
Having joined the Scouts as a
‘Cub’ in 1941, he has been
leading our troop in its
endeavours since 1963.

REPORTER'S

Felicitation



SHUTTER ISLAND
- Dennis Lehane
It takes a certain kind of book to pull off being
condensed and warped into three short hours of
celluloidmadness.Shutter Island is one of them.

The novel follows U.S Marshall Teddy Daniels
as he and his new partner Chuck Aule as they
set off to investigate a murder in one of the
most desolate and dangerous places in the
country- Shutter Island, an asylum for the
criminally deranged and fiendishly deluded.
The partners race to find Rachel Solando, an inmate who had
escaped from her locked cell, even as the storm of the century
heads straight for the tiny island. As they delve further into the
bowels of the workings of the psychiatric hospital and into Teddy's
troubledpast, they find thatallmaynotbewhat it seems...

A spine-tingling mystery novel, psychological thriller and dramatied
together with a dash of dark humour, putting it under any single
genre really does not do the book justice. The pace never slackens
and the ending will have you rereading the entire book, just to see
if you could have figured it out yourself. Do not miss this!

Book Review
- Anu

‘The Kite Runner’, Khaleid Hosseini's debut
novel, tells the story of the close childhood
friendship of Amir, the protagonist, the son of
a rich, influential widower, and Hassan, the
titular kite runner, the son of their Hazara
servant. Set in Afghanistan, against the
backdrop of social prejudices and ethnic
conflict, it tells of the relationship between
Amir and the loyal Hassan, faintly marred by

bitterness, jealously and status, until one afternoon, when their
lives are destroyed forever. The rest of the story describes Amir's
struggle to escape the guilt of his act of childhood cowardice,
until a secret hidden for years drives him to face his past, and
attempt to find salvation in his homeland, now ravaged beyond
recognition by the Taliban.

A poignant, bitter story, ‘The Kite Runner’, is a deeply affecting
novel. With a simple, elegant narrative style, the first part of the
book gives one an almost biographic impression of reality. However,
as the story progresses the plotline deteriorates, becoming
excessivelysorrowfulandacquiringatear-jerker feel. The metaphors
used were neither subtle nor touching. Of the political accuracy,
I cannot comment; however, evidently the story digresses from
the truth to an extent. On the whole, ‘The Kite Runner’, though
flawed, was a novel read, and is a book I recommend.

Prior to my first day of college, I
was sitting with a couple of

friends from VM on the lawns
outside the mess. We spent about
an hour after dinner talking about
college and what we thought it
would be like, and wondering how
we'd survive without getting lost in
the huge campus. Almost four
years later, I'm sitting in my hostel
room typing this out, and I find
myself wondering what to say.

The most interesting thing about my time at IIT Madras
would be hostel life! Living with a bunch of people for 4
years leads to a lot of interesting incidents and some
memorable friendships. The freedom and lack of
restrictions remind me a lot of life at VM, except that this is
throughout the day and not just during school hours. The
one big problem, however, is mess food. Rising from the
very depths of hell, it can make one cringe in pain. Being in
Chennai helps though - I end up scurrying home once in a
few weeks to escape from the tyranny of the mess.

Academically, things are a bit different from school. You're
left on your own, and no one really bothers about your
performance. The classroom atmosphere, on the whole, is
less interactive than in school - bigger classes, varying
groups of classmates and a lot of electives to choose from.
At the same time, professors are always ready to help you
out with anything, provided you take the time to talk to
them.

The electrical engineering courses and labs deal with sub-
streams such as circuits and devices (what actually goes
into your iPods, phones, computers and all other electronic
devices), communication, networks and signal processing
(internet, mobile phones, TV and a lot of applications in
other fields), control systems (think robots - ranging from
basic ones all the way to Optimus Prime) and power
systems (a future without power cuts! Yes!).The courses
by themselves are generally interesting (with some
exceptions), and you get the choice to pick electives after
the basic introductory ones are done.

At IIT-M, there are avenues to explore all sorts of
extracurricular activities. This really helps, especially for
those with multiple interests. College cultural fests
remind me a lot of the times when we used to go around
winning every school Culturals in the city, throughout
11th and 12th Standards. Organizing events such as
Saarang and Shaastra (the cultural and technical fests)
was also a lot of fun - just like Reflections/ Entrenous, but
on a much bigger scale.

To sum up, it's been an interesting four years. A lot of
people find the transition to college strange or unpleasant,
but I'd like to think of it as just an extension of the
wonderful life at VM, coupled with more freedom and
responsibility. Or, as some others might say: "Such
college. Much fun. Wow.”

GOALPOST
- Jayadev Bhaskaran

You were...
A gentle presence in the class,
Soft spoken and comtemplative,
With dancing eyes and a smiling face,

You left...
Leaving a painful void,
And now it's your parents, relatives, and friends,
Who face the real test alone.

THE KITE RUNNER
- Khaleid Hosseini -Ramya


